LENOVO™ KEYBOARD PACK FOR P11
LIG HT PR O D UCTI VI TY O N - THE - GO.

The 2-in-1 Lenovo Keyboard Pack is an ultra-thin attachable keyboard with a stand cover that
transforms Lenovo P11 into a light productivity device as you switch seamlessly from play to
work with a single snap. Get a superb typing experience with Lenovo’s iconic “smile” keys, which
increase the surface area of the keys for a more precise and comfortable typing experience.
Now you can actually type out papers or work on presentations on your tablet with the Lenovo
Keyboard Pack, complemented by dedicated productivity-enabling hotkeys that allow for multiple
resizable windows, screen printing and Google Assistant.

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THE LENOVO KEYBOARD PACK FOR P11

2-in-1 keyboard and stand cover

On-the-go productivity

The keyboard sports a matt finish
on the surface and is attached to
a magnetic folio cover made with
premium fabric that features a
built-in kickstand.

Type out reports or finish presentation
on your tablet when not at home
or in the office: Get on-the-go
productivity on the P11 tablet with just
a single snap via the 4-point
pogo-pin connectors.

Added productivity options

Ergonomic and tactile

To boost the keyboard productivity
experience, the keyboard pack also
comes with productivity-enabling
hotkeys for multiple windows that are
resizable, as well as screen printing and
Google Assistant hotkeys.

The keyboard optimizes on
ergonomics and tactile feel through
18 mm pitch size, 3 mm key spaces
(letter keys) and 1.3 mm key travel.
The iconic Lenovo “smile” keys
also increase surface area for more
accurate and comfortable typing.
The stand cover’s free-stop hinge
(0° to 165°) lets you find the precise
angle you want for optimal viewing
or productivity.

Generous one-piece trackpad
The Lenovo Keyboard Pack offers one
of the largest one-piece trackpads for an
attachable keyboard in the market at
87 x 49 mm.
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LENOVO™ KEYBOARD PACK FOR P11
SPECIFICATIONS
DESIGN

INFORMATION

Dimensions (W x D x H)
Keyboard*
(mm)
: 259.4 x 164 x 5.1
(inches) : 10.2" x 6.5" x 0.2"
Stand
(mm)
: 258.3 x 162.9 x 3.6
(inches) : 10.2" x 6.4" x 0.14"
Whole package
(mm)
: 293 x 189.5 x 23
(inches) : 11.5" x 7.5" x 0.9"

Weight
Keyboard
Starting at 248 g (0.55 lbs)
Stand
Starting at 216 g (0.48 lbs)

Warranty
1 Year
What’s in the Box
Keyboard
Stand

Whole package
Starting at 621 g (1.37 lbs)
Color
Grey

* The main keyboard surface
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